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Let (X, H, +) be a real abstract Wiener space. A new definition of analytic func-
tions on X is introduced, and it is shown that stochastic line integrals of real
analytic 1-forms along Brownian motion and solutions to stochastic differential equa-
tions with real analytic coefficients are analytic Wiener functionals. An L p-theoretical
sufficient condition for Wiener functionals to be analytic and an associated Cauchy
formula are also established.  2001 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION
Let (X, H, +) be a real abstract Wiener space; X is a real separable
Banach space, H is a real separable Hilbert space which is embedded in X
continuously and densely, and + is a Gaussian measure on X such that
|
X
exp[- &1 (x, l)] +(dx)=exp[&&l&2H2],
where ( , ) denotes the natural paring of X and its dual space X*, & &H
denotes the norm of H, and we think of X* as a subspace of H by identifying
H* with H. In [9, 10], a definition of analytic functions on X, a complex-
ification of X, and holomorphic prolongations of analytic functions are
introduced. It is also seen that solutions to linear stochastic differential
equations and multiple Wiener integrals of finite order are both analytic
([10, 12]). One of the aims of such studies is to establish a general complex
analytical scheme on an abstract Wiener space to investigate stochastic
oscillatory integrals. From this point of view, Wiener functionals of interest
are stochastic line integrals along the Brownian motion and solutions to
stochastic differential equations, but such functionals are not analytic in the
sense of [10, 12] in general, since the definition of analytic functions
employed therein requires convergence radii which are infinite or uniformly
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bounded from below. In this paper, we introduce a new definition of
analytic functions on X, which includes the ones in [10, 12], and show the
analyticity of stochastic line integrals and solutions to stochastic differential
equations in the new sense.
In Section 1, we introduce a new class of analytic functions on X with
random convergence radius, a class which contains analytic functions dealt
with in [10, 12]. Moreover, an L p-theoretical sufficient condition for
analyticity and a complex change of variable formula (a Cauchy formula)
are given. In Section 2, we show that a stochastic line integral of analytic
1-form on RD along the Brownian motion belongs to the new class of
analytic functions on X with random convergence radius, and we give a
lower estimation of convergence radii. Section 3 is devoted to showing that
a solution to a stochastic differential equation with real analytic coefficients
is an analytic function on X in the new sense.
1. ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS
1.1. Analytic Functions on H
We shall review some results on analytic functions in the sense of the
Fre chet differentiation, following [13].
Let Ln(H, R) be the real Banach space of continuous real n-linear
mappings A: Hn  R with the norm given by
&A&Ln (H, R)= sup
&hi&H1, i=1, ..., n
|A[h1 , ..., hn]|.
Let U be an open subset of H. For a C function f : U  R in the sense
of the Fre chet differentiation, we denote its n th Fre chet derivative at h0 # U
by $nf (h0). Each $nf (h0) belongs to Ln(H, R), and we simply write
$nf (h0)[h] for $nf (h0)[h, ..., h
n
].
Definition 1. A C function f : U  R is said to be FH-analytic if, for
each h0 # U, there exists an =h0>0 such that
f (h0+h)= :

n=0
1
n!
$nf (h0)[h] for any h # H(=h0 ),
where H(r)=[h # H : &h&H<r], and the convergence takes place in the
sense that ([1])
:

n=0
1
n!
sup[ |$nf (h0)[h]|; h # H(=h0 )]<. (1)
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Let H =H_H. It can be thought of as a complex vector space in a usual
way, and every element (h, k) # H can be identified with (h, 0)+- &1 (k, 0),
which we shall write h+- &1 k. Moreover, h # H is identified with (h, 0) # H ,
and, in this sense, H coincides with the direct sum H+- &1 H. If we equip
H with the norm
&h &H =inf {: |z j | &h j &H : h = :
finite
z j hj , zj # C, h j # H= ,
then H is a complex Banach space and
max[&h&H , &k&H]&h+- &1 k&H &h&H+&k&H , h+- &1 k # H .
Every A # Ln(H, R) extends to A # Ln(H , C), the complex Banach space of
continues complex n-linear mappings of H n to C, as follows,
A [h (0)1 +- &1 h (1)1 , ..., h (0)n +- &1 h (1)n ]
= :
a1 , ..., an # [0, 1]
- &1  ai A[h (a1)
1
, ..., h (an)n ].
Moreover, &A &Ln (H , C)=&A&Ln (H, R) ([1, Lemma 2]). For every FH-analytic
f : U  R, the convergence described in (1) yields ([2, Proposition 6a])
:

n=0
1
n!
sup[ |$nf (h0)
t
[h ]|; h # H(=h0 8e)+- &1 H(=h08e)]<. (2)
Then, setting U :=h0 # U [h0+H(=h0 8e)+- &1 H(=h0 8e)]/H , we can
define an FH -holomorphic prolongation f : U  C of f by
f (h )= :

n=0
1
n!
$nf (h0)
t
[h &h0], h # h0+H(=h0 8e)+- &1 H(=h0 8e).
The well-definedness of the FH -holomorphic prolongation can be found in
the proof of [3, Theorem 7.1]. It was also seen in [1, 3] that
Lemma 1.1. Let f : U  R be C in the Fre chet sense.
(i) If f |U & V is analytic on U & V for any affine line V/H, then f is
FH -analytic.
(ii) If f is FH -analytic and g: R  R is real analytic in the standard
sense, then g b f is FH-analytic.
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1.2. Analytic functions on X
Definition 1.2. A Borel measurable F : X  R is said to be analytic
(F # C|(X ) in notation) if there exists a Borel measurable set XF /X and
a Borel measurable function qF : X  (0, ] such that, for each x # XF , the
mapping H(qF (x)) % h [ F(x+h) # R is FH-analytic. The n th Fre chet
derivative of the above mapping at the origin 0 is denoted by { nF(x)
( # Ln(H, R)).
If F # C|(X ), then there exists a measurable rF : X  (0, ] such that,
for any x # XF , rF (x)qF (x) and
:

n=0
1
n!
sup[ |{ nF(x)
t
[h ]|; h # H(r)+- &1 H(r)]< (3)
for every 0<r<rF (x). Namely, it suffices to put
rF (x)=min[qF (x), (lim sup
n  
[ sup
h # H(1)+- &1 H(1)
| { nF(x)
t
[h ]|n!]1n)&1],
which is positive due to (2). We are now ready to extend analytic F
holomorphically.
Definition 1.3. (i) We write X- &1 H for X_H, and x+- &1 h
for (x, h) # X_H, respectively.
(ii) For h =h+- &1 k # H , set x+h =(x+h)+- &1 k.
(iii) Let F # C|(X). Its holomorphic prolongation to X- &1 H,
say F , is defined by
F (x+- &1 h)= :

n=0
- &1
n
n!
{ nF(x)[h], x # XF , h # H(rF (x)).
If we denote by F x the FH-holomorphic prolongation of the FH -analytic
function Fx : H(rF (x)) % h [ F(x+h) # R, then F (x+- &1 h)=F x(- &1 h).
Theorem 1.1. Let F # C|(X ) and rF be as described in (3). For each
x # XF and h, k # H with h+tk # H(rF (x)) for any t # (&1, 1), the mapping
(&1, 1) % t [ F(x+h+tk) # R extends to a holomorphic function F x, h, k (‘)
on [‘ # C : |R‘|<1, |I‘|<rF (x)&k&H] and it holds that
F x, h, k (‘)= :

n=0
1
n!
{ nF(x)
t
[h+‘k]. (4)
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If x+h # XF and k # H(rF (x)) & H(rF (x+h)) in addition, then F x, h, k (- &1)
=F (x+h+- &1 k). In particular, F x, 0, k (- &1 )=F (x+- &1 k) if
k # H(rF (x)).
Proof. Recall that H(rF (x)) % h [ F(x+h) # R is FH-analytic. The first
assertion then follows from (3) and [3, Theorem 5.2, Proposition 6.6].
It follows from the first assertion that C % ‘ [ F x+h, 0, k (‘) is holo-
morphic on [‘ # C : |R‘|<1, |I‘|<rF (x+h)&k&H] and F (x+h+- &1 k)
=Fx+h, 0, k (- &1). Obviously Fx, h, k (t)=F(x+h+tk)=Fx+h, 0, k (t), t #
(&1, 1). Thus we have Fx, h, k (‘)=Fx+h, 0, k (‘) for ‘ # C with |R‘|<1 and
|I‘|<min[rF (x), rF (x+h)]&k&H . Thus the assertion follows. K
As for the condition about the H-shifts acting on XF , which was stated
in the second assertion of Theorem 1.1, we have the following.
Lemma 1.2. Let F # C|(X ).
(i) There exist a measurable set ZF /X and a measurable mapping
sF : X  (0, ] such that (a) +(ZF)=1, and (b) x+H(sF (x))/ZF and
H(sF (x)) % h [ F(x+h) is FH-analytic for every x # ZF .
(ii) If +(qF=)>0, then there exists an H-invariant set YF /X such
that H % h [ F(x+h) # R is FH-analytic for any x # YF .
Proof. For a measurable set A, we set
\H(x; A)={inf [&h&H : x&h # A],,
if H & [A&x]{<,
if H & [A&x]=<.
If A is a K_ -set, that is, a countable union of compact sets in X, then
\H( } ; A) is a measurable function ([6, Theorem 4.1]).
We shall see (ii) first. Since + is tight, we can find a K_-set B/XF & [qF=]
so that +(B)=+(XF & [qF=])>0. If we set YF=[\H( } ; B)<], then
it is measurable. For each x # YF , there is a k # H such that x&k # B.
Hence YF is H-invariant, and H % h [ F((x&k)+h) # R is FH-analytic.
Thus the assertion (ii) follows.
We shall show (i). Due to (ii), we may and will assume that +(qF<)
=1. For j # Z, we put XF, j=XF & [2 jrF<2 j+1]. It holds that XF=
 j # Z XF, j . Take a K_ -set Bj /XF, j so that +(Bj)=+(XF, j). Then +( j # Z Bj )
=1. Define
ZF= .
j # Z
Aj , where Aj=[\H( } ; Bj)<2 j ].
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Then ZF is measurable and +(ZF)=1, since ZF # j # Z Bj . Set k(n)=
(&1)n [n2], n # N, and
sF (x)=
2k(n)&\H(x; Bk(n))
2
for x # Ak(n)"{ .
n&1
m=1
Ak(m) = , n # N,
Let x # Ak(n)"[n&1m=1 Ak(m)]. Note that \H(x+h; Bk(n))&h&H+\H(x; Bk(n))
([6, Proposition 4.1]), and then that
x+H(sF (x))/[\H( } ; Bk(n))<2k(n)]/ZF .
Since \H(x; Bk(n))<2k(n), there is an h0 # H such that
&h0&(\H(x; Bk(n))+2k(n))2 and x&h0 # Bk(n) /XF, k(n) .
Then, by the very definition, the mapping h [ F(x+h) is FH -analytic on
H(rF (x&h0)&&h0&H ). Moreover, it holds that
rF (x&h0)&&h0&H2k(n)&(\H(x; Bk(n))+2k(n))2=sF (x).
Thus, the assertion (i) holds. K
1.3. The Malliavin CalculusA Cauchy Formula
We denote by D, p(X; E ) the Sobolev space of infinitely differentiable
E-valued L p-functionals in the sense of the Malliavin calculus with p th
integrable derivatives of all orders, where E is a real separable Hilbert
space. We set
D, &(X; E )= ,
p # (1, )
D, p(X; E ).
Let {n be used to denote the n th Malliavin derivative, and let {* stand for
the adjoint operator of {. For details, see [8, 13]. Let H}n be the Hilbert
space of elements in Ln(H, R) of HilbertSchmidt type, and its inner
product is denoted simply by ( } , } ).
Lemma 1.3. If F # C|(X ) & D, p(X; R) for some p>1, then {nF={ nF
+-a.e.
Proof. The assertion follows from that, if G # D, p(X; E ), where E is
a separable Hilbert space, then &[G(x+=h)&G(x)]=&{G(x)[h]&E
converges to 0 in probability as =  0 (see [11]). K
We can establish a Cauchy formula similar to [10, Corollary 6.13];
Theorem 1.2. Let F # C|(X ) & L1(+; R), and .1, .2 # D, &(X; H ).
Define .: X  H by .=.1+- &1 .2. Suppose that
(i) &.1&HrF 2 and &.2&Hmin[rF 2, rF (V+.1(V))], +-a.e., and
that there exists a $ # (0, 1) such that
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(ii) exp[{*.1+* {*.2+&{.1+* {.2&2H } 2] # L
1+(+; R) for any
* # R with |*|<$,
(iii) sup‘ # U(1, $) |F }, . 1 ( } ), . 2( } )(‘)| e8($) # L1(+; R), where F x, h, k is the
holomorphic function defined in Theorem 1.1 and
U(r, =)=[‘ # C : |‘|<r, |R‘|<=, and I‘>&=]
8($)=&{*.1+&{.1 &2H } 2+$ |(.
1, .2) |+2 |({.1, {.2) |
+$ |{*.2|+ 12 &.
2&2H+&{.
2&2H} 2 .
Then it holds that
|
X
F d+=|
X
F (x+.(x)) det2(I+{.(x)) e&{* .(x)&(.(x), .(x))2+(dx),
where the inner product ( } , } ) on H was extended to H complex bilinearly.
Proof. By Theorem 1.1, the mapping ‘ [ F x, .1 (x), .2(x)(‘) is holomorphic
on U(2, $), F x, . 1(x), . 2(x)(*)=F(x+.1(x)+*.2(x)) for * # R with |*|<1,
and F x, . 1 (x), .2 (x)(- &1)=F (x+.(x)). Then, in repetition of the argument
used in the proof of [10, Theorem 6.4], we can verify the assertion. We omit
the details. K
1.4. An L p-Sufficient Condition for Analyticity
In this section, we shall give a sufficient condition for F: X  R to be
analytic in Lp-theoretical terms. Our goal will be
Theorem 1.3. Let F: X  R be measurable. Suppose that there is an
r>0 and a measurable set YF /X such that +(YF)=1 and, for each x # YF ,
H(r) % h [ F(x+h) # R is C in the Fre chet sense. Assume that there exist
an increasing sequence [0N]N=1 of measurable sets, =>0, rN>0 (N # N),
and p>1 such that +(N=1 0N )=1, and (a) 0N+H(=)/0N+1 , (b) 

n=0
(rnNn!) &X0N {
nF&L p (X; Ln (H; R))< for every N # N, where XA denotes the
indicator function of a set A. Then F # C|(X). Moreover, if we define
rF (x)={
(rN 7 rN+1 7= 7 r)(8e),
,
if x # 0N" .
N&1
M=1
0M , N # N,
if x  .

N=1
0N ,
(5)
then rF plays the same role as qF in Definition 1.2 and enjoys (3).
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Proof. Due to the first assumption and the assumption (b), there is
a measurable set X0 /X such that (i) +(X0)=1, (ii) for each x # X0 , a
mapping H(r) % h [ F(x+h) is C in the Fre chet sense, and (iii) it holds that
:

n=0
rnN
n!
&{ nF(x)&Ln (H; R)< for every x # X0 & 0N , N # N. (6)
Fix N # N arbitrarily. For every x # X0 , h # H(r), and M # N, due to the
Taylor expansion of F(x+h) at the origin 0 # H, we obtain
F(x+h)= :
M
n=0
1
n!
{ nF(x)[h]
+|
1
0
dt1 |
t1
0
dt2 } } } |
tM
0
dtM+1 { M+1F(x+tM+1h)[h].
Let h # H(= 7r). Applying the CameronMartin formula and Assumption (a),
we have
"|
1
0
dt1 |
t1
0
dt2 } } } |
tM
0
dtM+1 { M+1F(V+tM+1h)[h] X0N"L1 (X; R)
|
1
0
dt1 |
t1
0
dt2 } } } |
tM
0
dtM+1 &X0N+1 {
M+1F&L p (X; Ln (H, R)) &h&
M+1
H
_e(q&1) &h&
2
H2

&h&M+1H
(M+1)!
e(q&1) &h&
2
H2 &X0N+1 {
M+1F&L p (X; Ln (H, R)) ,
where (1p)+(1q)=1.
Hence, for each h # H(rN+1 7 = 7 r), we can find a measurable set
Xh/X with +(Xh)=1 so that
X0N(x) F(x+h)=X0N(x) :

n=0
1
n!
{ nF(x)[h] for any x # Xh. (7)
Choose a countable and dense subset [hj]j=1 of H(rN 7 rN+1 7 = 7 r),
and define
XF, N=X0 &\0N" .
N&1
M=1
0M+& ,

j=1
Xhj.
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It follows form (6) that
:

n=0
sn
n!
&{ nF(x)&Ln (H, R)< for any x # XF, N and s<rN .
Since the identity in (7) holds for every x # XF, N and hj , j=1, 2, ..., by
virtue of the continuity of the functions on the both sides in h, we arrive
at
F(x+h)= :

n=0
1
n!
{ nF(x)[h] for any x # XF, N , h # H(rN 7 rN+1 7 = 7 r).
Setting XF=N=1 XF, N and defining rF as described in the theorem,
applying [3, Theorem 5.2], we see that F # C|(X ) with this rF for qF . That
rF enjoys (3) follows from (6) and [2, Proposition 6a]. K
Remark 1.1. (i) Let p>1 and F # D, p(X; R). If
:

n=0
rn
n!
&{nF&L p (X; H } n)< for any r>0,
then F admits a +-version G such that H % h [ G(x+h) is C in the
Fre chet sense for +-a.a. x # X ([12, Theorem 1.1]). By Lemma 1.3, it is
easily seen that G enjoys the conditions in Theorem 1.3.
(ii) In [10, Definition 4.6], F: X  R was called analytic if it satisfies
the assumptions in the theorem with 0N=X and rN=r&(1N ), N # N.
Hence such an F is also analytic in our sense.
2. STOCHASTIC LINE INTEGRALS
In this section, we shall show that a stochastic line integral of analytic
1-form is an analytic function on the Wiener space.
Let T0>0, D # N, and (X, H, +) be the classical D-dimensional Wiener
space over [0, T0]; X consists of all continuous functions x: [0, T0]  RD
with x(0)=0, H is its CameronMartin subspace, the space of absolutely
continuous h # X with square integrable derivative (dhdt), and + is the
standard Wiener measure on X. X is a real separable Banach space equipped
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with the uniform convergence norm &x&X=supt # [0, T0] |x(t)|, and H is a real
separable Hilbert space with the norm
&h&2H=|
T0
0 }
dh
dt
(t) }
2
dt.
Consider 3=(%1 , ..., %D) # C(RD ; RD) and its stochastic line integral
|
x[0, T]
3 := :
D
:=1
|
T
0
%:(x(t)) b dx:(t), T # [0, T0], (8)
where x(t)=(x1(t), ..., xD(t)) is the position of x # X at time t, and
b dx:(t)’s stand for Stratonovich stochastic integrals.
Let T # (0, T0] and F3 (x)=x[0, T] 3. We may and will assume that the
mapping H % h [ F3 (x+h) is C in the Fre chet sense for +-a.a. x # X.
Namely, we have
Lemma 2.1. F3 admits a +-version, say F3 again, such that H % h [
F3 (x+h) is C  in the Fre chet sense for +-a.a. x # X.
Proof. For each N # N, take 3N # C b (R
D ; RD) (# the space of bounded
C functions whose derivatives of all orders are also bounded) so that
3N(!)=3(!) for |!|<N. Mention that (x(t), x[0, t] 3N) obeys a stochastic
differential equation with C b coefficients. Then, by [7, Theorem 0.2], for
each N # N, there exists a +-version of F3N , say F3N again, such that H % h
[ F3N(x+h) is C
 in the Fre chet sense for any x # X. Note that XNF3N=
XN F3 +-a.e., where XN is the indicator function of the set [x # X : &x&X<N].
By virtue of the quasi-invariance of +, for each h # H, we can find a measurable
set Xh such that +(Xh)=1 and
XN(x) F3N+M (x+h)=XN(x) F3 (x+h)
for any x # X h, N # N, and M # N with &h&H<M. Choose a countable
dense subset [hi ; i # N] of H and set X =i # N Xhi. Then, +(X )=1 and
F3N+M (x+h)=F3N$+M (x+h) for x # X , h # H(M ), N, N$>&x&X .
In fact, if x # X , then the identity holds for any hi # H(M ) and, due to the
continuity of F3N(x+})’s on H, extends to h # H(M). Thus, if we set
F3 (x)={limN   F3N(x),0,
if x # X +H,
otherwise,
then F3 satisfies the desired properties. K
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Our goal of this section is
Theorem 2.1. Assume that all %: ’s are real analytic on RD, or, more
precisely, that, for each N # N, there is an R0(N )>0 such that every %:
extends to a holomorphic function on U(N+1, R0(N )), where U(a, b)=
[‘=(‘1, ..., ‘D) # CD ; |R‘i |<a, |I‘i |<b, 1iD] for 0<a, b. Let
T # (0, T0], ==1- T, rN=(R0(N ) 7 1)(2 - TD), and
0N=[x # X : max
t # [0, T]
max
1:D
|x:(t)|N].
Then F3=x[0, T] 3 satisfies conditions (a) and (b) in Theorem 1.3 with these
0N ’s, =, rN ’s, and p=2. In particular, F3 # C|(X). Finally, if every convergence
radius of %: at any point in RD is greater than or equal to r # (0, ], then
rF defined by (5) satisfies that rF(r 7 1)(16e - TD).
Remark 2.1. If 3 # C b (R
D ; RD) in addition, then, as will be seen in the
proof, it holds that
:

n=0
rnN
n!
&/0N {
nF3&L2 (X; H } n)<, N # N.
Hence, defining rF as in Theorem 1.3, we see that, for +-a.a. x # X,
:

n=0
sn
n!
&{nF3 (x)&H } n<, s<rF (x).
Moreover, if every %: has a convergence radius r at any point in RD,
then the above sum converges for any s<(r 7 1)(16e - TD).
Proof. Suppose that % # C(RD ; R) enjoys the same assumption as
%: ’s; that is, for each N # N, there is an R0(N )>0 such that every % extends
to a holomorphic function % on U(N+1, R0(N )). The first assertion will
follow, once we have shown that F: :=T0 %(x(t)) dx
: and G :=T0 %(x(t)) dt
satisfy the conditions (a) and (b) in Theorem 1.3 with 0N ’s, =, and rN ’s as
described in Theorem 2.1.
It is easily seen that +(N # N 0N )=1 and 0N+H(1- T )/0N+1 for
any N # N. Thus F: and G enjoy the condition (a) in Theorem 1.3.
We now proceed to the proof that the condition (b) is fulfilled. Fix N # N
arbitrarily. Since we estimate F: and G on 0N , without loss of generality,
we may and will assume that % # C b (R
D ; R). Then, F: and G are both in
D, &(X; R). Since & }&Ln (H; R)& }&H} n , by virtue of Lemma 1.3, it
suffices to show the condition (b) with H }n and {n instead of Ln(H, R)
and { n.
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We shall first consider F: . For a=(a1 , ..., an) # Ln :=[1, ..., D]n, define a
differential operator a on RD by a=>ni=1 (!
ai ). It then holds that
({nF:(x), h1  } } } hn)
= :
a # Ln
|
T
0 \|
T
t
a %(x(s)) dx:(s)+ ddt K1(a; h1 , ..., hn)(t) dt
+ :
n
i=1
:
b # Ln&1
|
T
0
b%(x(t)) K2(b, i; h1 , ..., hn)(t)
d
dt
h:i (t) dt,
where
K1(a; h1 , ..., hn)= ‘
n
j=1
hajj (t),
K2(b, i; h1 , ..., hn)= ‘
i&1
j=1
hbjj (t)_ ‘
n
j=i+1
hbj&1j (t).
This yields that
&{nF:(x)&2H } n2n2Dn :
a # Ln
|
T
0 \|
T
t
a%(x(s)) dx:(s)+
2
tn&1 dt
+2n2Dn&1 :
b # Ln&1
|
T
0
(b%(x(t)))2 tn&1 dt,
and from which it follows that
&{nF:(x)&H} nI1, n+I2, n ,
where
I1, n=- 2 n Dn2 :
a # Ln
{|
T
0 \|
T
t
a%(x(s)) dx:(s)+
2
tn&1 dt=
12
,
I2, n=- 2 n D(n&1)2 :
b # Ln&1
{|
T
0
|b%(x(t))| 2 tn&1 dt=
12
.
We first consider n=0 (s
nn!) &I2, nX0N &L2 (X; H } n) . Let R1<R0(N ) 7 1.
Applying the Cauchy formula on U(N+R1 , R1) ([4, Theorem 2.2.1]), we
obtain that, for m # N and c # Lm ,
sup
! # R D, &!&N
|c%(!)|q(c) R&m1 sup
‘ # U(N+R1 , R1 )
|% (‘)|, (9)
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where &!&=max[ |!i |; 1iD], q:(c)=*[ j; aj=:] (=0 if [ } } } ]=<),
and q(c)=>D:=1 (q:(c)!). Since
:
c # Lm
q(c)=m! *[(i1 , ..., iD); ij0, # Z, i1+ } } } +iD=m]
m!(m+1)D, (10)
we have
I2, n X0N- 2n D
(n&1)2T n2R&(n&1)1 (n&1)! n
D sup
‘ # U(N+R1 , R1)
|% (‘)|.
Thus it holds that
:

n=0
sn
n!
&I2, n/0N &L2(X; R)< for any s<R1- TD.
We next estimate n=0 (s
nn!) &I1, nX0N &L2 (X; H } n) . Let R1<R0(N ) 7 1
again. Due to the isometry of Ito~ integrals, for any n # N and f # C(DD ; R),
we have
"{|
T
0 \|
T
t
f (x(s)) dx:(s)+
2
tn&1 dt=
12
/0N"L2 (X; R)

T (n+1)2
- n
sup
|x|N
| f (x)|.
In conjunction with (9) and (10), this implies that
:

n=0
sn
n!
&I1, n/0N &L2(X; R)< for every s<R1 - TD.
Thus, F: satisfies condition (b).
Observe that
({nG(x), h1  } } } hn)= :
a # Ln
|
T
0
a%(x(t)) K1(a; h1 , ..., hn)(t) dt.
In repetition of the above argument, we see that G satisfies the condition (b).
If all convergence radii of %: ’s at any points in RD is greater than or
equal to r, then R0(N )r, which implies the desired estimation. K
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3. STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
In this section, we continue to work on the classical D-dimensional
Wiener space (X, H, +) on [0, T0]. Our aim of this section is to see that
a solution to a stochastic differential equation with real analytic coefficients
is analytic on X. Let V: # C b (R
n ; Rn), :=0, ..., D, and consider a stochastic
differential equation
d5(t)= :
D
:=1
V:(5(t)) b dx:(t)+V0(5(t)) dt, 5(0)=! # Rn. (11)
It was shown by Kusuoka [7] that there is a measurable mapping
5 : [0, T0]_Rn_X  Rn such that (i) the mapping Rn_H % (!, h) [
5 (t, !, x+h) is C in the Fre chet sense for any t # [0, T0] and x # X, and
(ii) 5 (t, !, } ) solves the SDE (11). On the analyticity, we shall show that
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that all V: , :=0, 1, ..., D are real analytic on Rn.
Then, 5 (t, !) # C |(X ) for any (t, !) # [0, T0]_Rn.
Proof. To show the assertion, we first review the construction of 5
given in [7]. Take .N # C(Rn ; R) with compact support such that
.N(x)=1 on B(2N ) :=[! # Rn : |!|<2N] and =0 outside of B(2N+1),
and set V (N ): =.NV: , N # N. Then there exist a measurable mapping
5 (N ) : [0, T0]_Rn_X  Rn and an H-invariant set XN of +-measure 1 such
that (i) the mapping Rn_H % (!, h) [ 5 (N )(t, !, x+h) is C in the Fre chet
sense for any t # [0, T0] and x # X, (ii) 5 (N)(t, !, } ) solves the SDE (11)
with V (N): ’s for V: ’s, and (iii) it holds that
5 (N )(t, !, x+h)=5 (N )(t, Z (N )(t, !, h, x), x) (12)
for every x # XN and h # H, where
Z (N )(t, !, h, x)=!+ :
D
:=1
|
t
0
W (N ): ({, Z
(N )({, !, h, x), x) h4 :({) d{,
W:(N)(t, !, x)=J (N )(t, !, x)&1 V (N): (5
(N )(t, !, x)),
J (N)(t, !, x)=
5 (N )(t, !, x)
!
(the Jacobian matrix).
Moreover, there exists an H-invariant set X of +-measure 1 such that, for
each x # X and m # N, there are $0(x, m)>0 and N0(x, m) # N so that
5 (N)(t, !, x+h)=5 (N$)(t, !, x+h)
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for every N, N$N0(x, m), t # [0, T0], ! # B(m), and h # H($0(x, m)). Then
5 is given by
5 (t, !, x)={limN   5
 (N )(t, !, x),
0,
if x # X
otherwise.
We now proceed to the proof of the assertion of the theorem. Define Z,
J, W: similarly as Z (N ), J (N ), W (N ): , only this time with 5 and V: ’s instead
of 5 (N) and V (N): ’s. We claim that, for each M # N and x # X$ :=X &
N # N XN , there is a $(x, M )>0 such that
5 (t, !, x+h)=5(t, Z(t, !, h, x), x) (13)
for every ! # B(M) and h # H($(x, M )). To see this, fix x # X$ and M # N.
Put
n(x, M )=min[n # N : sup
t # [0, T0], ! # B(M+1)
|5 (t, !, x)|2n]
and N1(x, M)=max[N0(x, M+1), n(x, M )]. Then
W:(t, !, x)=W (N ): (t, !, x) (14)
for t # [0, T0], ! # B(M+1), and NN1(x, M ). If T # [0, T0] and
suptT |Z(t, !, h, x)&!|1, then
sup
t # [0, T]
|Z(t, !, h, x)&!|
T 12 sup
0tT0 , |’||!|+1
|J(t, ’, x)&1| \ :
D
:=1
&V: &+ &h&H , (15)
where &V: &=sup! # Rn |V:(!)|. Hence, there exists $1(x, M )>0 such that
Z(t, !, h, x) # B(M+1) for every t # [0, T0], ! # B(M), and h # H($1(x, M)).
Combined with (14), this yields
Z(t, !, h, x)=Z (N)(t, !, h, x)
for t # [0, T0], ! # B(M), h # H($1(x, M)), and NN1(x, M). If NN1(x, M),
! # B(M), and h # H($(x, M)), where $(x, M) :=min[$0(x, M), $1(x, M)],
then it follows from (12) that
5 (t, Z(t, !, h, x), x)=5 (N )(t, Z(t, !, h, x), x)=5 (N )(t, Z (N )(t, !, h, x), x)
=5 (N )(t, !, x+h)=5 (t, !, x+h),
which implies (13).
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Remember that Rn % ! [ 5 (t, !, x) # Rn is real analytic for +-a.a. x # X.
For example, see [5]. Due to (15) and Lemma 1.1(i), it is easily seen that
h [ Z(t, !, h, x) is FH -analytic near the origin 0 # H. Then, by Lemma
1.1(ii) and the identity (13), we obtain that 5 (t, !) # C|(X).
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